We present deep (V ≃ 27) V -and I-band stellar photometry of G302 and G312, two globular star clusters in the halo of M31. These data were obtained using the Hubble Space Telescope's Wide Field/Planetary Camera 2. We find iron abundances of [Fe/H] = −1.85 ± 0.12 for G302 and [Fe/H] = −0.56 ± 0.03 for G312, consistent with spectroscopic measurements. The color-magnitude diagrams for each cluster show no evidence for an intermediate-aged population of stars, or a second parameter effect in the morphology of the horizontal branch. G302 shows no evidence for a color gradient but the inner regions of G312 are bluer than the outer regions. G312 shows no evidence of ellipticity or an extended halo of unbound stars. G302 has a projected ellipticity of ǫ = 0.195 ± 0.012 with the projected major axis oriented towards the center of M31. G302 also shows evidence of an extended asymmetric stellar halo extending to at least twice the fitted Michie-King tidal radius. The amount of mass beyond the tidal radius of G302 is consistent with the stellar escape rates which have been predicted by N -body simulations of globular clusters in the Galactic tidal field.
Introduction
Globular star clusters (GCs) are pressure-supported collections of between ∼ 10 4 and ∼ 10 6 stars which are usually associated with galaxies, although there is evidence that some clusters of galaxies contain a population of "free" GCs which are associated with the cluster potential as a whole and not any individual galaxy (West et al. 1995) . Individual Galactic GCs are made up of stars with a single overall chemical abundance suggesting that they formed in a single star formation event. GCs typically have integrated magnitudes of −10 ≤ V ≤ −4 making GC systems visible out to redshifts of z ∼ 0.04, the approximate distance to the Great Wall galaxies. The shape of the GC luminosity function (LF) has been assumed to be universal, so the GC LF has been used as a distance indicator (see Harris 1991 for a review). However, recent work has suggested that the shape of the GC LF may depend on the metallicity of the GC system (Ashman et al. 1995) and the details of stellar evaporation from individual GCs (Okazaki & Tosa et al. 1995) . Because of the wide-spread use of GCs to determine distances to external galaxies, it is important to determine if GCs truly are the same from one galaxy to the next. This is best determined by studying the physical structures and stellar populations of GCs in nearby galaxies.
The nearest large GC system outside the Milky Way Galaxy is that of the Andromeda Galaxy (= M31 = NGC 224). M31 is located at a distance of 725 kpc (µ 0 = 24.3, van den Bergh 1991) so individual stars in M31's GCs can be easily resolved with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and large ground-based telescopes at sites with sub-arcsecond seeing.
M31's low inclination (i = 12.
• 5, Hodge 1992 ) means that many of its GCs are not superimposed against the disk of M31, making identification of GCs, and photometry of their stars, relatively straightforward. M31 offers a unique laboratory to study the outer regions of GCs. Because of their small fields-of-view it is not practical to used CCDs to obtain star counts in the outer regions of Galactic GCs. Beyond distances of approximately half the tidal radius, r t , the projected stellar densities of the clusters are overwhelmed by random fluctuations in the background stellar number density (Innanen et al. 1983) . However, M31's GCs have sufficiently small angular sizes (θ ∼ 5 ′′ to 15 ′′ ) that both the cluster and the background can be imaged on a single large format CCD image. This eliminates the need to match photometric zero-points between the cluster and the background, which makes possible a more precise subtraction of the background light from the cluster light.
The first study of the internal structures of M31 GCs was undertaken by Battistini et al. (1982) , who estimated core radii for several clusters. Pritchet & van den Bergh (1984) found that the surface brightness profile for G1 (= Mayall II; the G-numbers used in this paper are from Sargent et al. [1977] ) had an excess of light at large radii compared to the best-fitting seeing-convolved analytical King (1966) model. They did find that G1 was well fit by empirical King (1962) models with core radii of r c ∼ < 0.5 pc. Crampton et al. (1985) used seeing-convolved King (1962) models to derive core radii for nearly 500 M31 GCs. Their values, however, are systematically ∼50% larger than those of Battistini et al. (1982) , despite the better seeing conditions of the Crampton et al. (1985) data set. Bendinelli et al. (1990) used ground-based data to produce seeing-deconvolved radial profiles for six bright GCs in M31, but seeing and pixel scale limitations restricted them to resolutions of ∼0.
′′ 3, insufficient to resolve the cores of the clusters. Still, their data suggest that M31 GCs have King-like profiles similar to those of Galactic GCs.
The core structures of some of M31's GCs have been studied using the pre-refurbished HST. Bendinelli et al. (1993) detected a power-law density cusp in G105 using HST's Faint Object Camera (FOC) images and a variety of image restoration and seeing deconvolution techniques. In addition, Fusi Pecci et al. (1994) used similar methods to obtain half-width at half-maxima (HWHM) and half-light radii (r h ) for thirteen M31 GCs from FOC images. They found HWHMs similar to the core radii of Galactic GCs. Their data, however, could not be used to find the tidal radii of these clusters because the point-spread function (PSF) before the refurbishment of the HST overfilled the FOC's field of view. Cohen & Freeman (1991) derived tidal radii for thirty M31 GCs by fitting seeing-convolved King models. Although their fits to individual clusters were quite uncertain they did find a mean tidal radius for the M31 clusters-after adjustment for differences in galactic masses and rotation velocities-which was very similar to that of the Milky Way clusters. GCs do not exist in isolation but sit in the tidal field of a galaxy. Any stars that evaporate from a GC by the galaxy will have velocity vectors similar to the velocity vector of the GC. This can result in the GC being surrounded by an extended halo of unbounded stars which move in approximately the same direction as the GC and have approximately the same velocity. This idea has been explored numerically by Oh & Lin (1992) who predicted that GCs could be surrounded by extended halos of escaped stars which can persist for up to a Hubble time. The size and shape of such a halo can be influenced by the tidal field of the parent galaxy. Evidence for extended halos has been observed in some Galactic GCs by Grillmair et al. (1995) . In addition, Grillmair et al. (1996, hereafter referred to as GAF) have observed an excess of resolved and unresolved stars beyond the formal Michie-King (MK) tidal radii of several GCs in M31, as would be expected if extended halos were present.
There has been some interest in determining the ellipticities of M31 GCs. Pritchet & van den Bergh (1984) measured an ellipticity of ǫ = 0.22 for the region of G1 with 12 ′′ ∼ < r ∼ < 35 ′′ . Spassova et al. (1988) measured ellipticities for approximately two dozen GCs while a study by Lupton (1989) suggests that the mean ellipticity measured in the inner 7 to 14 pc of a M31 GC (ǫ = 0.08) is indistinguishable from the mean ellipticity of Galactic GCs. In the outer 14 to 21 pc, however, the mean ellipticity of an M31 cluster is 0.11 ± 0.08, greater than that of the Galactic GCs (ǫ = 0.08 ± 0.07) and similar to GCs in the Large Magellanic Cloud (ǫ = 0.11 ± 0.07). Baev et al. (1997) found systematic differences between the shapes of M31's disk and halo GCs. They found that the disk GCs are triaxial ellipsoids while the halo GCs are oblate or prolate spheroids, but cautioned that this is a preliminary result since the sample of halo GCs in their study is small compared to the sample of disk GCs.
The first color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) for GCs in M31 were for G1 by Heasley et al. (1988) and G219 (= Mayall IV) by Christian & Heasley (1991) . Couture et al. (1995) undertook a systematic study of five M31 GCs (G11, G319, G323, G327 = Mayall VI, and G352 = Mayall V) with a range of iron abundances. Unfortunately none of these ground-based studies were able to reach the level of the horizontal branch (HB) at V ≃ 25. The first CMDs constructed from HST data were for G1 ; G58, G105, G108, and G219 and G280, G351, and Bo468 (Fusi Pecci et al. 1996) . These CMDs were able to resolve stars one to two magnitudes below the red portion of the HB.
In order to study the stellar populations and structures of GCs in M31 we obtained deep HST Wide-Field/Planetary Camera-2 (WFPC2) images of two halo GCs (G302 and G312) located 32.
′′ 1 and 49.
′′ 8 respectively from the center of M31 along the southeast minor axis. Our data is unique in that we have centered the GCs on the WF3 CCD in order to take advantage of the WFC's field of view to search for extended halos around each GC.
Observations and Data Reductions

Observations
We obtained deep V -and I-band images of two bright GCs, G302 ′′ ) in the halo of M31. These data were obtained using the HST in cycle 5 program #5609. We used the WFPC2 operating at −88
• C with a gain setting of 7 e − /ADU. Table 1 lists the exposures obtained in each filter. Exposure times were based on the central surface brightnesses of the two GCs as determined from ground-based observations (Holland et al. 1993 , Holland 1997 ) and chosen to avoid saturating the cores of the GCs. The total exposure times were 4320 seconds in the F555W (WFPC2 broadband V ) filter and 4060 seconds in the F814W (WFPC2 broadband I) filter for each field. The data was pre-processed through the standard STScI pipeline for WFPC2 data. Known bad pixels were masked, and geometric corrections were applied using standard techniques.
G302 is located 32.
′ 1 from the center of M31 (a projected distance of R M31 = 6.8 kpc) approximately along the southeast minor axis while G312 is located 49.
′ 8 from the center of M31 (R M31 = 10.5 kpc) approximately along the southeast minor axis. Each GC was centered on the WF3 CCD. We chose to locate the GCs on the WF3 CCD, instead of taking advantage of the higher spatial resolution offered by the smaller pixels of the PC CCD, for three reasons:
First, the tidal radii of G302 and G312, as determined by fitting MK models (Michie 1963 , King 1966 to the surface brightness profiles of G302 and G312 derived from HRCam observations taken at the CFHT, are r t ≃ 10 ′′ (Holland et al. 1993 , Holland 1997 . Therefore, each GC would occupy a significant fraction of the total field of view of the PC, leaving insufficient area to make reliable determinations of the spatial variations in the background stellar density.
Second, Grillmair et al. (1995) found evidence for extended stellar halos, extending to ∼ 2 to 3 times the tidal radius, in several Galactic GCs. Recently, GAF and Holland (1997) found weak evidence for stellar density enhancements out to ∼ 2r t in some M31 GCs including G302 and G312. By centering the GCs on the WF3 CCD we ensured that as much as possible of any extended halos would be located on the same CCD as the GC itself. This enabled us to avoid systematic effects that may occur if surface brightness and stellar number density data are transferred between the PC and WFC CCDs, with their different pixel scales and sensitivities.
Third, by locating the GCs at the center of the WF3 CCD we were able to use the WF2 and WF4 CCDs to probe the stellar populations in the halo of M31. These results are published in Holland et al. (1996, hereafter referred to as HFR). Having two background fields for each GC field enables us to differentiate between stellar number-density enhancements that are due to statistical fluctuations in the star counts from M31 halo stars, and those that are due to physical structures, such as extended halos of unbound stars, that are related to the GCs.
Data Reductions
Photometry was performed on stars imaged by the WFPC2's Wide Field CCDs using the daophot ii/allframe software (Stetson 1987 , Stetson 1994 . All nineteen images for each field were re-registered to a common coordinate system and median-combined. This eliminated cosmic ray hits and increased the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in our data allowing fainter stars to be detected. In order to eliminate large-scale gradients in the images due to unresolved light from the GCs (the gradient in the light from the halo of M31 was ∼ < 1% in both the G302 and G312 fields) a square median-filter was run over the combined image to produce a map of the large-scale gradients. This smoothed image was then subtracted from the combined image and a constant sky added back to produce a median-subtracted image. The size of the square median-filter was ∼5 times the stellar full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) to avoid smoothing out structure in the stellar images (e.g. Stetson & Harris 1988) . Subtracting the median-filtered image resulted in a reasonably clean subtraction of the integrated light from each GC to within ∼ 25 pixels (≃ 2.
′′ 5 ≃ 9 pc) of the center of each GC. This process is the digital equivalent of unsharp masking.
The daophot find routine, with a find threshold of 7.5σ sky , was used to detect peaks on the median-subtracted image. We experimented with different find thresholds and found that 7.5σ sky excluded most of the mis-identifications of noise spikes and cosmic-ray events as stars at faint magnitudes while including almost all of the stars to the photometric limit of the data. Find was able to reliably detect stars to within ∼ 25 pixels (∼ 2.
′′ 5) of the center of each GC. Artificial star tests showed that detections closer to the centers of the GCs than this were usually spurious.
The resulting list of stellar candidates was used as input to allframe. Allframe does simultaneous PSF fitting on all the original images (not the combined median-subtracted image) to preserve the photometric properties of the data. The PSFs used (Stetson 1996) were Moffatians (Moffat 1969 ) with β = 1.5 and a look-up table of residuals. The PSFs varied quadratically over each CCD to account for variations in the form of the PSF from one part of the CCD to another. Only stars which appeared in at least seven frames for each filter were considered to be real stars. Tests with different minimum numbers of frames showed that this requirement provides a clean CMD without significantly affecting the limiting magnitude.
Aperture corrections and photometric calibrations were performed in exactly the same manner as described in HFR. We adopted a distance modulus of µ 0 = (m − M ) 0 = 24.3 ± 0.1, a reddening of E V −I = 0.10 ± 0.03, and interstellar extinctions from Tables 12A and 12B of Holtzman et al. (1995) . These extinction values are dependent on the stellar spectrum. For a K5 giant the extinctions were A V = 0.320 and A I = 0.190. See HFR for a discussion of why these values were adopted. Table 2 lists the adopted aperture corrections for the WFPC2 CCDs. We were unable to obtain reliable aperture corrections for the PC images of the G312 field due to a lack of bright stars in this field. Photometry in this field exhibited an unusually high degree of scatter, although the stellar images appeared to be normal to the eye. As a result, we have not included this data in any of the analysis presented here.
Allframe's χ statistic represents the ratio of the observed pixel-to-pixel scatter in the PSF fitting residuals to the expected amount of scatter given the noise properties of the data. Values of χ which are significantly greater than unity indicate that the image was not well fit by the stellar PSF and thus may not be a star. In light of this we discarded any stars with a final χ value of greater than 2. In order to eliminate stars with poorly determined magnitudes we used an interactive approach based on the uncertainty in the calibrated magnitude. A plot of uncertainty vs. magnitude was made and a locus defined which corresponded to the expected photometric scatter at a given magnitude. Any stars which were judged to have a significantly greater uncertainty than the typical value for that magnitude were discarded. Visual examinations of the CMDs and the WF images suggested that we did not remove any legitimate stars from our sample. We wish to stress that this culling was done solely on the basis of the photometric uncertainty of each star, not on the star's location on the CMD or the CCD. Mean photometric uncertainties for our entire culled data set are listed in Table 3 of HFR. The mean photometric uncertainties, based on the formal photometric uncertainties returned by daophot ii/allframe, for the GC stars are listed in Table 7 of this paper.
The complete set of calibrated stellar photometry for G302 and the surrounding fields is listed in Table 3 . The photometry for G312 and its surrounding fields (with the exception of the PC field) is listed in Table 4 . Column (1) gives the CCD the star was observed on. Column (2) gives an identification number for each star. The identification numbers are only unique for stars on a given CCD. Columns (3) and (4) give the location of the star on the CCD in pixel coordinates. Column (5) is the V -band magnitude, column (6) the 1-σ uncertainty in the V -band magnitude, and column (7) is the value of the daophot χ statistics. Columns (8) to (10) are the same as columns (5) to (7) except they give values for the I-band. Tables 5 and 6 list the photometry for stars with r ≤ 10 ′′ of the center of G302 and G312. The data is the same as for Tables 3 and 4 except an extra column, giving the distance of the star from the center of the GC, has been added. Only the first ten lines of Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6 are published here. The full tables can be found on the AAS CD-ROM Volume 9. A total of 12,289 stars were found in the three G302 WFC fields while 3,355 stars were found in the three G312 WFC fields. There are 626 stars within 10 ′′ of the center of G302 and 325 stars within 10 ′′ of the center of G312.
Artificial Star Tests
In order to determine the effects of crowding, as well as the efficiencies of our star-finding and photometry techniques, on our photometry, we undertook a series of artificial star tests. We used the following procedure to generate and recover artificial stars:
1. For each field we generated a series of artificial stars with (V, (V − I)) colors based on the observed CMD and LF of the M31 halo stars.
2. The artificial stars were added to each of the original images for a field. The total number of artificial stars added in each field was ∼ 10% of the total number of stars in that field.
3. The entire photometry process described in Sec. 2.2 (find/allframe/culling/matching) was performed on this new set of images and the resulting photometry was matched against the original list of artificial stars for that field.
4. This process was repeated until we had recovered approximately the same number of artificial stars as there were real stars found on that CCD.
This process was performed for each CCD field. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the input magnitudes of the artificial stars and their recovered magnitudes for a typical set of stars, in this case using the WF2 field near the GC G312. Artificial stars with magnitude differences of more than ±∆V = 1 mag have been omitted. This figure plots the magnitude difference as a function of the recovered, not the input, magnitudes of the artificial stars. This was done because the observed magnitudes of the real stars are the recovered magnitudes, not the actual (or input) magnitudes. Therefore, Figure 1 can be used to directly determine the uncertainty in a star's observed magnitude. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests show that the distributions of recovered magnitudes for the artificial red-giant branch (RGB) and HB stars are the same at the 98.892% confidence level in the V -band and at the 99.999% confidence level in the I-band. The apparent excess scatter in the HB artificial stars is merely an artifact of the large number of artificial HB stars. Table 8 lists the systematic shifts in V and (V − I) 0 as well as the degree of scatter as a function of magnitude for the artificial red-giant branch (RGB) stars of G312. Table 9 lists these quantities for the G312 artificial HB stars. In these tables the notation [x] indicates the median value of the individual x i values. The columns are (1) the boundaries of the bin, (2) the median recovered magnitude, [V ] ; (3) the median photometric uncertainty in the recovered magnitudes (from daophot),
5) the amount of scatter present in the artificial stars in that bin,σ V ≡ |δ V − [δ V ]| ; columns (6) to (9) are the same quantities for the (V − I) 0 color; and (10) is the number of artificial stars in that bin. These quantities are identical to those described by Stetson & Harris (1988) except forσ, which we defined in non-parametric terms instead of in Gaussian terms.
Our reduction process has a slight tendency to underestimate the brightnesses of stars near the photometric limit of our data (see column 4 of Table 8 ). However, this systematic shift is less than the internal scatter in the photometry and is smaller than ∼ 0.05 mag for RGB stars at the level of the HB. Therefore, we conclude that the systematic uncertainties in our photometric reductions do not affect the morphology of the CMDs above V ∼ 26. Figure 2 shows a CMD created from a set of artificial RGB stars added to the G312 WF3 image. The HB stars have been omitted in order to show the increase in the scatter in the recovered colors at fainter magnitudes. The amount of scatter seen at a particular magnitude is comparable to the amount of scatter seen in the CMD of G312, which is believed to be made up of stars with a single metallicity. If the stellar populations in M31 GCs are analogous to the stellar populations in Galactic GCs, then the observed spread in G312's RGB is primarily due to photometric uncertainties. Figure 2 shows that photometric uncertainties are sufficient to explain all the observed width of the RGB of G312. Table 9 and Figure 3 show that HB stars, because of the large color spread in the HB, can suffer badly from systematic differences between their input and recovered magnitudes. Blue HB stars are scattered by as much as 0.5 mag. in (V − I) 0 , while red HB stars have a tendency to be recovered at fainter magnitudes and redder colors than they really are. This tends to move red HB stars into the lower half of the RGB resulting in our star counts underestimating of the total number of red HB stars in the GC. The artificial star tests show that stars from the red and blue sides of the HB can be scattered into the RR Lyrae gap. This making it difficult to distinguish RR Lyrae candidates from stars which have simply scattered into the RR Lyrae gap.
The Color-Magnitude Diagrams
Contamination
There are four possible sources of contamination in the CMDs of the GCs. The first three-Galactic halo stars, background galaxies, and M31 disk stars-are discussed in Sec. 3.1 of HFR. By scaling those results to the area on the sky covered by each GC we estimate that at most 15 ± 4 of the objects with V ≤ 24 in each of Figures 4 (G302) and 6 (G312) are due to contamination from these three sources.
The fourth source of contamination is the halo of M31 itself. To estimate the number of halo stars that should be visible in the CMD for each GC we computed the stellar surface densities in the WF2 and WF4 CCDs for each field. These CCDs were centered ∼ 75
′′ from the center of the WF3 CCD (and thus the GCs). Since G302 and G312 have tidal radii of ∼ 10 ′′ the WF2 and WF4 CCDs will not suffer from contamination from GC stars. The mean background for M31 halo stars with V ≤ 24 near G302 is Σ bkgd = 0.0654 ± 0.0024 stars/⊓ ⊔ ′′ , corresponding to 20 ± 5 halo stars in the RGB for G302. Near G312 the background is Σ bkgd = 0.0174 ± 0.0012 stars/⊓ ⊔ ′′ , corresponding to 5 ± 1 stars in the RGB of G312. These estimates are reasonably consistent with the numbers of objects in the upper halves of Figures 4 and 6 that do not fall on either the RGB or the asymptotic-giant branch (AGB) of each GC.
On the basis of these calculations we expect that contaminating objects make up ∼ < 7% of the objects in the G302 CMD. Similarly contaminating objects make up ∼ < 16% of the objects in the G312 CMD. These numbers are consistent with the number of discrepant objects in each CMD so we conclude that the morphologies of the CMDs in Figures 4 and 6 are real and not due to contamination. Figure 4 shows the CMD for the GC G302. Stars located between 2.
G302
′′ 5 ≤ r ≤ 10 ′′ from the center of the cluster are shown. The r = 10 ′′ cut-off approximately corresponds to the tidal radius of the GC while the r = 2.
′′ 5 cut-off is the point where extreme crowding conditions make it impossible to obtain reliable stellar photometry. To estimate the metallicity of G302 we took the dereddened fiducial RGB sequences for several Galactic GCs (from Da Costa & Armandroff 1990, hereafter referred to as DCA), shifted them to the distance of M31 (µ 0 = 24.3), and overlaid them onto Figure 4 . The lack of a turn-over at the top of the G302 RGB is consistent with a metal-poor population with an iron abundance of [Fe/H] ≃ −1.5 to −2.2. We interpolated between the DCA fiducial sequences to obtain [Fe/H] = −1.85 ± 0.12 for G302, where the uncertainty is one-third of the spread in the RGB and corresponds to approximately one standard deviation if we assume the spread in the RGB is due to normally distributed errors in the photometry. Our estimate of the iron abundance for G302 agrees with spectroscopic estimates by Huchra et al. (1991, hereafter AGB stars in G302 can be seen to the blue of the low-metallicity fiducial sequences in Figure 4 . Unfortunately the AGB and the RGB blend together so it is not possible to unambiguously distinguish AGB stars from RGB stars. This is due to photometric scatter (σ V −I ≃ 0.06 at V = 23) and contamination from RGB stars in the halo of M31.
No stars brighter than the tip of the RGB are present in the data. The lack of such super-luminous stars supports the hypothesis that GCs in M31 have ages similar to those of the Galactic GCs. Spectral line blanketing in cool giants can cause very red giants to appear fainter than the bluer, less evolved, RGB stars. This can result in some massive evolved stars appearing to have (V − I) colors considerably redder than the rest of the GC stars. Our artificial star tests suggest that we are able to detect any stars above the HB so we are confident that we have not missed any super-luminous AGB stars in the outer regions of G302. However, since these stars, being more evolved, will have slightly more massive progenitors than the rest of the RGB and AGB stars, it is possible that mass segregation will have concentrated them in the inner r = 2.
′′ 5 of the GC making them undetectable with our data. To date no super-luminous AGB stars have been detected in any M31 GC (e.g. see Rich et al. 1996 , Fusi Pecci et al. 1996 , Jablonka et al. 1997 for CMDs obtained using HST observations). This strongly supports the idea that M31 GCs have comparable ages to those of Galactic GCs. We wish to emphasize, however, that although we see no evidence in our data for G302 having an age that is any different from the ages of the Galactic GCs, we can not rule out the presence of super-luminous stars in the inner regions of G302.
Further evidence that G302 is an old GC with an age similar to that of the Galactic GCs comes from de Freitas Pacheco (1997) . That study used integrated spectra and single-population stellar populations models to estimate the ages of twelve M31 GCs-including G302. The result was a mean age of 15 ± 2.8 Gyr for their sample of twelve M31 GCs and an age of 17.0 ± 2.9 Gyr for G302.
The weighted mean magnitude of the stars in the RR Lyrae gap is V RR = 24.93 ± 0.09 (standard deviation). Using this, our derived iron abundance of [Fe/H] = −1.85, and
(1) (Chaboyer et al. 1996) , we get a distance modulus of µ 0 = 24.32 ± 0.09 for G302.
In order to identify the outer limiting radius of G302, and to search for any radial dependence in the morphology of the various branches of the CMD, we constructed CMDs in four annuli centered on the cluster. These CMDs are shown in Figure 5 . The fiducial sequences plotted in Figure ′′ the RGB of the metal-rich halo population is clearly visible. The apparent increase in the number of blue HB stars in the inner regions of G302 is an illusion. A KS test shows that the radial distribution of blue HB stars is the same as that of the RGB stars at the 99.91% confidence level. Figure 6 shows the CMD for the GC G312. As with G302 only stars between 2.
G312
′′ 5 ≤ r ≤ 10 ′′ are shown since star counts and the surface brightness profiles suggest that the MK tidal radius of G312 occurs at ∼ 10 ′′ (Holland et al. 1993 , Holland 1997 . Interpolating between the fiducial giant branches suggests that G312 has an iron abundance of [Fe/H] = −0.56 ± 0.03, comparable to the mean iron abundance of stars in the halo of M31. This is an agreement with the spectroscopic iron abundance determined by HBK of [Fe/H] = −0.70 ± 0.35. The quoted uncertainty in our iron abundance estimate is the formal uncertainty in the interpolation based on the observed width of the RGB. It does not include uncertainties in the iron abundances of the fiducial RGB sequences or uncertainties in the distance to G312. In light of this the quoted uncertainty should be considered a lower limit on the true uncertainty in our estimate of [Fe/H] . The small numbers of RGB stars falling under the metal-poor fiducial sequences are consistent with the expected degree of contamination (see Sec. 3.1) from disk and metal-poor halo stars in M31 (see Sec. 3.2 of HFR for details on the metallicity distribution of halo stars in M31).
The HB of G312 is a red clump located slightly to the blue of the RGB. No HB stars bluer than (V − I) 0 = 0.6 are present so it is not possible to determine the magnitude of the HB in the RR Lyrae gap. Therefore we estimated V RR , by taking the weighted mean magnitude of the red HB stars, to be V HB = 25.09 ± 0.09. In order to get V RR we added a correction to V HB (see e.g. Lee et al. 1994) of ∆V rich HB = 0.08 (see Sarajedini et al. 1995 . This gives V RR = 25.17 ± 0.09 for G312. Using the iron abundance we derived from the shape of the RGB the Chaboyer et al. (1996) relation (Eq. 1) gives a distance modulus of µ 0 = 24.30 ± 0.09.
Since so few halo stars are expected in the upper RGB of G312, the observed width of the RGB provides a good estimate of the true photometric uncertainties in our observations. Photometric and spectroscopic evidence strongly suggests that all stars in a single Galactic GC have the same metallicity and there is no evidence to suggest that this should be different for GCs in M31. The mean width of the RGB is σ V −I ∼ 0.08, consistent with what is predicted by the artificial star simulations (see Sec. 2.3). Therefore, we believe that the RGB width in Figure 6 is typical of a single-metallicity population for our WF observations. This Figure can be compared to Figures 4 and 5 of HFR to show that the large range of metallicities seen in the halo of M31 is not merely an artifact of photometric uncertainties along the halo RGB. Figure 7 shows no radial dependence in the morphology of the G312 CMD. Figure 8 shows the CMDs for G302 and G312 after converting the calibrated magnitudes to absolute I-band magnitudes. This was done to determine the color of the RGB for each GC at M I = −3, hereafter referred to as (V − I) 0,−3 . DCA found a strong relationship between iron abundance and (V − I) 0,−3 for Galactic GCs with −2.2 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.7. Figure 9a shows the relationship between (V − I) 0,−3 and [Fe/H] S for G302 and G312 and several other M31 GCs with published CMDs. We have adjusted the published data to the distance modulus used in this paper (µ 0 = 24.3). The [Fe/H] S values are the spectroscopically determined iron abundances of HBK, so the (V − I) 0,−3 color and iron abundance are determined completely independently of each other for each GC. Color, iron abundance, and reddening data for each GC is listed in Table 10 along with the source of the CMD; the projected distance of each GC from the center of M31; and Y , the projected distance of each GC from the major axis of M31 with positive Y being on the northwest side of the major axis of M31.
The Color-Iron Abundance Relation
Since several of the M31 GCs in Figure 9a have iron abundances at least as high as that of 47 Tuc we extended the DCA relationship to higher iron abundances. Extending this relationship to GCs more metal-rich than 47 Tuc ([Fe/H] = −0.71) is somewhat difficult since the RGB in the ((V − I) 0 , M I ) plane becomes asymptotically flat as the iron abundance increases. This makes it difficult to define (V − I) 0.−3 since, as [Fe/H] approaches the Solar value, this point occurs in the horizontal portion of the RGB. In order to extend the DCA relationship to higher iron abundances we determined (V − I) 0,−3 for the metal-rich Galactic GC NGC 6553 using the (I, (V − I)) CMD of Ortolani et al. (1990) . We assumed a distance modulus of µ 0 = 13.35 (Guarnieri et al. 1995) , a reddening of E B−V = 0.78 (Bico & Alloin 1986) , and an iron abundance of [Fe/H] = −0.29 (Zinn & West 1984) . Using this data we found (V − I) 0,−3 = 2.4 ± 0.2 for NGC 6553. This point lies just below the region where the RGB becomes horizontal so there is a significant uncertainty in the value of (V − I) 0,−3 for NGC 6553 solely due to the width of the RGB in (V − I) 0 at M I = −3. 
for −0.7 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.29 (our extension). We wish to stress that our extension to high iron abundances is an estimate and is intended only to provide a reasonable estimate of what happens to the DCA relation at high iron abundances.
If the spectroscopic iron abundances are adopted then nine of the twelve M31 GCs are redder than predicted by the extended DCA relation. This discrepancy is present at all iron abundances but is most noticeable for the metal-rich GCs. The individual uncertainties in [Fe/H] S for all the GCs except G1 and G327 are large enough to account for the difference between their locations in Figure 9a and the predictions of the extended DCA relation. A recent paper by de Freitas Pacheco (1997) gives iron abundances for twelve GCs in the M31 system. Most of their iron abundances are higher than the HBK values by ∼ 0.2 dex. An examination of the CMDs for each GC shows that several GCs have RGBs that are significantly redder and flatter than would be expected from their spectroscopic iron abundances. This is particularly noticeable for the more metal-rich GCs. To test whether errors in the spectroscopically determined iron abundances are sufficient to account for the discrepancies between the GCs and the extended DCA relation in Figure 9a , we replotted the GCs using iron abundances determined from the shapes of the RGBs. This data is shown in Figure 9b . All GCs now fall within their uncertainties of the extended DCA relationship with the exception of G108, which has a (V − I) 0,−3 value nearly 3-σ redder than its predicted value. Alternately, the iron abundance Ajhar et al. (1996) derived from G108's CMD could be in error. However, their Figure 20 shows the upper portion RGB of G108 to be not quite as flat than that of 47 Tuc, indicating that G108 has slightly less iron than 47 Tuc does. It would be difficult, using their data, to fit a fiducial to the G108 RGB that is flatter (and thus more iron rich) than the 47 Tuc fiducial. Therefore, we believe that the estimated iron abundance of G108 is correct.
One possible explanation for the red color of G108 is that the H I in M31 extends ∼ 15 kpc beyond the outer edge of the optical disk, which is past the location of G108. Cuillandre et al. (1997) found dust beyond the optical limit of the M31 disk which correlates with the distribution of H I beyond the disk. Since G108 is located within the extended disk of H I around M31 it is possible that G108's (V − I) 0,−3 color may be due to internal reddening in the extended disk of M31. Using the H I maps of Emerson (1974) , and the relationships between H I column density and reddening given in Cuillandre et al. (1997) , we find an excess reddening of E V −I = 0.14 ± 0.02. However, an examination of the CMD for G108 (Figure 20 of suggests the internal reddening from M31 does not exceed E V −I ∼ 0.05. This discrepancy may be due to the patchy nature of the H I distribution in the outer regions of M31's extended disk. Brinks & Bajaja (1986) found many small regions in the H I distribution in M31 where the H I column densities were significantly less than the surroundings. These holes were typically a few arcminutes in diameter, smaller than the beam-size used to construct the Emerson (1974) H I maps. It is possible that G108 (which has an angular diameter of ∼ 0.
′ 4) is located in a hole in the H I distribution that is smaller than the resolution of the H I maps. If this is the case, the Emerson (1974) H I maps will lead to our overestimating the reddening toward G108 and our estimate of the excess reddening towards G108 would not be inconsistent with the published CMD for that GC.
Luminosity Functions
The raw, n(V ), and completeness-corrected, φ(V ), V -band stellar LFs for G302 and G312 are presented in Table 11 . The raw LFs include all stars within 2.
′′ 5 ≤ r < 12.
′′ 5 of the center of each GC. The background LF for each GC was obtained by taking the LF for the M31 halo near each GC (from HFR) and scaling them to the area covered by each GC. The scaled background LF was subtracted from the raw LF before the effects of incompleteness were considered. Subtracting the raw background LF assumes that the completeness corrections in the WF2 and WF4 fields are the same as in the WF3 fields. An examination of Figure 10 shows that the completeness corrections are small for stars with V ∼ < 25. Therefore the raw background luminosity function instead of the completeness-corrected background luminosity function will not alter the results. The raw and completeness-corrected LFs are related by n(V ) = Pφ(V ) where P is the finding-probability matrix. P describes the probability of a star with a true magnitude of V in being recovered with a magnitude of V rec .
Our artificial star tests suggest that completeness corrections need to be applied to the raw GC and background LFs. These corrections are small for V ∼ < 25, but the artificial star tests suggest that bin-jumping becomes significant at approximately the level of the HB and needs to be compensated for in order to accurately reconstruct the LF.
Given P there is no ideal method for reconstructing a stellar LF from incomplete star counts. For a review of the problem see Fahlman (1993) . Ideally the true LF, φ(V ), can be obtained from the observed LF, n(V ), using φ(V ) = P −1 n(V ) as described in Drukier et al. (1988) and Mighell (1990) . Unfortunately, many faint artificial stars are lost in the noise and thus not recovered at all. This results in some artificial stars bin-jumping off the faint end of the finding-probability matrix so there is insufficient information to reliably invert P. An alternative to computing P −1 is to use a model LF, φ ′ (V ), and solve the forward equation n ′ (V ) = Pφ ′ (V ). The estimated LF can then be adjusted until ∆n ≡ n − n ′ is minimized. This approach will not accurately reconstruct the faint end of the LF since P does not contain sufficient information at faint magnitudes, due to bin-jumping by faint stars, to do this. However, unlike the inversion method, it will work if P is nearly singular and thus allows us to estimate the completeness-corrected LF in the face of incomplete information. The drawbacks to the forward approach are that there is no obvious way to compute the uncertainties in the resulting LF and that some a priori information is needed about the true LF. This forward method will give different results depending on the initial guess at φ(V ) and the scheme used to adjust φ ′ during the iteration. We found that, for our data, the LF is not dependent on the initial guess at the form of the LF when V ∼ < 25 (approximately the level of the HB). We adjusted φ ′ (V ) using φ
until ∆n was minimized. Figure 10 shows the observed and completeness-corrected, background-subtracted LFs for G302 and G312. These LFs are reliable for V ∼ < 25. In Figure 11a we compare the cumulative LF for G302 with that of the metal-poor ([Fe/H] = −1.65) Galactic GC M13 (Simoda & Kimura 1968) . In Figure 11b we compare the cumulative GC for G312 to a theoretical LF for an old (t 0 = 14 Gyr) GC with [Fe/H] = −0.47 and [O/Fe] = +0.23 from Bergbusch & VandenBerg (1992) . Stellar evolution models do not show any relationship between the slope of the LF of the upper RGB and either the iron abundance or the age of the stars (Bergbusch & VandenBerg 1992) so Figure 11 can not be used to determine the ages or the iron abundances of G302 or G312. There is a general agreement between the shape of the G312 LF and the shape of the theoretical metal-rich LF, as well as between the shape of the G302 LF and the metal-poor comparison LF, which suggests that our star counts are reasonably complete down to the level of the HB (V ≃ 25).
Structure
Michie-King Models
We determined the tidal radii by fitting MK models to the background-subtracted surface brightness profiles of each GC. The unresolved background light was measured by masking out a circle of radius 300 pixels (∼ 3r t ) centered on the GC and fitting a plane to the remaining area on the WF3 CCD. We found that subtracting a constant sky level resulted in residual variations of ∼ < 1% across the WF3 CCD for both the G302 and the G312 fields. We found no evidence for intensity or color gradients in the unresolved background light.
Surface brightness profiles for each GC were obtained using the IRAF 2 implementation of the stsdas task ellipse. This task uses Jedrzejewski's (1987) isophote-fitting algorithm to fit elliptical isophotes to the observed isophotes on the background-subtracted images. This algorithm determines the centers, ellipticities, orientations, and intensities for a series of ellipses logarithmically spaced between ∼ 0.
′′ 1 (∼ 1 pixel) and ∼ 20.
′′ 0 (∼ 200 pixels). The spacing between successive ellipses varies from significantly less than the size of the WF3 seeing disc (FWHM ∼ 0.
′′ 2) near the center of each GC to ∼10 times the size of the seeing disc beyond the tidal radius of the GC. The properties of the ellipses are not independent of each other for radii of less than approximately eight times the size of the seeing disc (e.g. Schweizer 1979) . Since the spacing between ellipses is logarithmic the degree of correlation will vary with the distance from the center of the GC. There is an additional correlation caused by the overlap in the subsets of pixels being used to compute successive best-fitting ellipses. In light of these effects the computed uncertainties in the surface brightnesses, ellipticities, and orientations of the individual fitted ellipses should be treated as guides to the reliability of the individual values relative to the values for the other fitted ellipses for that GC and not taken as statistically rigorous estimates. In the inner regions of each GC (r ∼ < 1.
′′ 0) the large gradient in surface brightness, and the small number of pixels, make the fitted ellipses less reliable than those fit further out. Finally, we extracted the one-dimensional surface brightness profile for each GC along the effective radius axis of each GC.
3 .
We used CERN's minuit function minimization package to fit single-mass one-dimensional seeingconvolved MK models to the surface brightness profiles for each GC. The fitting was done by simultaneously adjusting all the free parameters until the χ 2 ν statistic between the model and the weighted surface brightness profile was minimized. After some experimentation we adopted a weighting scheme of w i = (1/σ i ) 2 where σ i is the RMS scatter in the isophotal intensity about the i th fitted isophotal ellipse. We tested this weighting scheme by fitting MK models to a series of surface brightness profiles created by drawing points from a MK distribution and found good agreement between the input and the fitted models. The exact form of the weighting did not significantly affect the values of the best-fitting model parameters provided that the weights assigned to each data point were reasonably indicative of the reliability of each point.
Each MK model was convolved with the PSF for the WF3 CCD at the center of the GC. We determined the central potential, W 0 , King core radius, r c , tidal radius, r t , concentration, c ≡ r t /r c , anisotropy radius, r a , and half-mass radius, r h , for G302 and G312 in the V -and I-bands. Table 12 gives the parameters of the best-fitting MK models for each GC. The V -and I-band surface brightness profiles, along with the best-fitting MK models, are shown in Figures 12 and 13 . The profiles for both GCs are well fit by isotropic MK models out to ∼ 5 ′′ . Beyond this distance from the center of the GC there is excess light over what is predicted by isotropic (r a = +∞) MK models. In order to test if the excess light is due to velocity anisotropy in the GCs we fit anisotropic MK models to each GC. The results are listed in Table 12 . In all cases the anisotropic models yield slightly larger χ 2 ν values than the corresponding isotropic models, suggesting that the isotropic models are formally better fits to the data than are the anisotropic models. Furthermore, the best-fitting anisotropy radii are greater than the fitted tidal radii for each GC, which is physically meaningless. Therefore, we conclude that the overabundance of light at large radii is not due to velocity anisotropy. This supports the hypothesis that these GCs are surrounded by extended halos of tidally stripped stars.
Minuit returns formal uncertainties of ∼ 5 to 10% on the MK parameters. However, minuit was generally unable to compute a fully accurate covariance matrix for the fitted parameters so minuit's uncertainty estimates are not reliable. We estimated the uncertainties in our fits by generating a series of 3 The effective radius, r eff , of an ellipse with semi-major and semi-minor axes a and b respectively is defined by πr 2 eff ≡ πab. The effective radius axis is either of the two axes along which the perimeter of the ellipse intersects the perimeter of a circle with radius r eff .
artificial GCs and fitting seeing-convolved MK models to them in exactly the same way that we did to our data. We found that minuit tended to underestimate the uncertainties in our fits by a factor of between 1.5 and 2. This suggests the true 1-σ uncertainties in the parameters are between ∼10 and 15% of the best-fit values of the parameters.
Color Gradients
The mean color for r eff ≤ 2.
′′ 5 for G312 is (V − I) 0 = 1.07 while for G302 (V − I) 0 = 0.83. These colors are consistent with G302 having a metal-poor stellar population and G312 having a metal-rich stellar population. Figure 14 shows the dereddened (V − I) 0 color profiles of G302 and G312. These profiles were obtained by subtracting the isophotal surface brightnesses in V and I then dereddening the resulting profiles. The error bars represent the 1-σ standard error in the color. The inner portion of the G302 profile is truncated at r eff ∼ 0.
′′ 1 (= 1 pixel) since the innermost pixels (r ≤ 1 pixel) of our images of G302 were slightly saturated. Individual stars can be resolved to within r eff ≃ 2.
′′ 5 of the center of the GC and the isophotes become less certain when the light becomes resolved into individual stars. Artificial star tests suggest that the large scatter in the color profiles in the outer regions of G302 and G312 represent stochastic star placement within the GCs, not intrinsic color gradients. In the inner 2.
′′ 5 the color gradients are d(V − I) 0 /dr eff = −0.028 ± 0.007 for G302 and d(V − I) 0 /dr eff = −0.090 ± 0.007 for G312. To determine if these color gradients are due to chance we performed 10,000 bootstrap resamplings of the color data for each GC and computed the color gradients for each resampled data set. This analysis gave a 2.1255% probability that the observed color gradient (for r eff ≤ 2.
′′ 5) in G302 is due to chance and a 0.0005% probability that the observed color gradient (for r eff ≤ 2.
′′ 5) in G312 is due to chance.
Ellipticities
Figures 15 and 16 show the ellipticity and orientation profiles for G302 and G312 respectively. The error bars in Figures 15 and 16 should be treated as guides to the reliability of the individual measurements and not taken as statistically rigorous estimates of the uncertainties in each point. In order to estimate the overall projected ellipticity of each GC we determined the weighted mean ellipticities, ǫ and position angles, θ 0 (in degrees east of north on the sky) using the values for the individual isophotes between r eff = 1 ′′ and r eff = 10 ′′ . The results are presented in Table 13 . The uncertainties are standard errors in the mean and N is the number of isophotes used to compute ǫ and θ 0 .
The projected major axis of G302 points approximately towards the center of M31. The ellipticity of each GC is the same in the I-band as it is in the V -band but the projected major axis of G302 in the V -band is located 16
• ± 3
• west of the projected major axis in the I-band. This shift in orientation between the two colors is visible at all radii in G302 and is likely due to a small number of giant stars dominating the light from the GC. Our data show that the projected major axis of G302 in the V -band is oriented 20
• farther west from the V -band orientation obtained by Lupton (1989) (θ 0 = 0.
• 0 ± 0.
• 6), but that Lupton's orientation is only 4
• east of our I-band orientation. This supports the idea that the difference between the I-and V -band orientations that we observed is due to the different numbers of resolved stars in the different bands and data sets. Our ellipticity (ǫ = 0.195 ± 0.012) is somewhat higher than that found by Lupton (1989) (ǫ = 0.15 ± 0.02). Figure 15 shows an apparent decrease in the ellipticity of G302 between r eff ∼ 1 ′′ and r eff ∼ 10 ′′ . The slope of ǫ(r eff ) = mr eff + b is m = −0.0381 ± 0.0383. In order to determine if this slope represents a real decrease in ellipticity with radius we performed 10,000 bootstrap resamplings of the ellipticity data between 1 ′′ ≤ r eff ≤ 10 ′′ and computed the slope for each set of bootstrapped ellipticities. We found that there was a 22.34% chance of observing a slope at least as great as the slope seen in the actual data simply by chance. Therefore, we conclude that there is no evidence for a change in ellipticity with radius between r eff = 1 ′′ and r eff = 10 ′′ in G302. It is not possible to say if the apparent increase in ellipticity between r eff ≃ 0.
′′ 3 and r eff ≃ 1. ′′ 0 is real or due to the presence of a small number of unresolved bright stars located within a few core radii of the center of G302. Since the stellar FWHM is ∼ 0.
′′ 2, the chance location of a single unresolved bright star within 0.
′′ 3 of the center of G302 along the projected minor axis of the GC could reduce the ellipticity of the fitted isophotes.
G312 has a projected ellipticity of ǫ = 0.065 but there is considerably more scatter in the fitted position angles (the standard deviation is σ ∼ 27
• ) than in the G302 position angles (σ ∼ 10 • ). This suggests that the observed projected ellipticity of G312 is primarily due to the stochastic placement of stars within G312, variations in the stellar background of the M31 halo, and the intrinsic precision of the ellipse algorithm. Running the ellipse task on a series of circular artificial MK GC models which were convolved with the WF3 PSF suggests that seeing alone can produce ellipticities of between 0.01 and 0.02 at radii of between approximately 0.
′′ 5 and 2 ′′ . This agrees with the fluctuations in ellipticity seen in Figure 16 at these radii. While seeing has very little effect on the observed ellipticity beyond r eff ∼ 2 ′′ , artificial star tests indicate that stochastic star placement can introduce an uncertainty in the ellipticity of between ±0.01 and ±0.05. In light of this we believe there is no evidence for G312 being elliptical in the plane of the sky. It is, however, possible that G312 is elongated along the line of sight.
Extended Stellar Halos
GAF have observed an excess of resolved and unresolved stars beyond the formal MK tidal radii of several GCs in M31, as would be expected if the stars which evaporated from these GCs remained in extended halos around those GCs. Another test for extended halos of unbound stars is to identify an asymmetrical overdensity of stars in two dimensions beyond the formal tidal radius. This has been done for some Galactic globular clusters (see Grillmair et al. 1995) using multiple Schmidt photographic plates for each GC. However, it has not been attempted for the M31 GCs, where the GC, and the background, can be imaged on a single CCD. This eliminates possible systematic effects arising from comparing star counts across multiple fields.
To search for extended halos around G302 and G312 we looked at the two-dimensional distribution of stars beyond the tidal radii of each GC. The total background stellar densities around each GC were small (Σ bkgd = 0.6191 ± 0.0099 stars/⊓ ⊔ ′′ for G302 and Σ bkgd = 0.1688 ± 0.0052 stars/⊓ ⊔ ′′ for G312). We rebinned the stellar positions into "super-pixels" so there were enough stars in each bin to ensure that the Poisson fluctuations in a bin would be small compared to the total number of stars in that bin. In order to compute the optimum binning size we assumed that all the stars on the WF3 CCD were part of the GC and that the GC could be approximated by a Gaussian distribution of stars. It can be shown (Heald 1984 ) that for any Gaussian distribution the bin size, δx, which maximizes the signal-to-noise in each bin, is given by δx ∼ (20/N ) 1/5 σ where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian and N is the size of the sample. This technique provides a balance between the need to keep the bin sizes small compared to the width of the Gaussian, and the need to have a large number of data-points in each bin to reduce Poisson noise in the bin. Since we are searching for overdensities of stars beyond the MK tidal radii of the GCs the assumption that a GC can be approximated by a Gaussian will result in an underestimate of the bin size needed to maximize the signal-to-noise. We found that bin sizes of 32 pixels (≃ 3.
′′ 2), approximately two to three times the computed optimal size for Gaussians, provided the best signal-to-noise for our data. We smoothed the resulting binned data by convolving it with a unit Gaussian with a dispersion equal to the bin size (σ = 3.
′′ 2). The resulting stellar number density distribution for G302 is shown in Figure 17 and the stellar number density distribution for G312 is shown in Figure 18 . Figure 17 shows an asymmetric overdensity of stars around G302 extending to at least twice the MK tidal radius. The coherence of the isodensity contours which lie beyond the tidal radius, but inside the background contour, suggests that the observed overdensities are not an artifact of the binning, smoothing, or contouring processes. The surface brightness profile of G302 (see Figure 12 ) light beyond the tidal radius (r t ∼ 10 ′′ ) of the GC is in agreement with the asymmetric halo of stars seen in Figure 17 . The surface brightness profile of G312, however, is consistent with there being no light beyond the tidal radius (r t ∼ 10 ′′ ). This is reflected in the lack of an extended halo of stars in Figure 18 . The fact that an overdensity of stars is seen beyond the tidal radius of G302, but not beyond the tidal radius of G312, suggests that the overdensity is real and not an artifact of the analysis.
In order to determine if the observed halo surrounding G302 is real we applied our contouring procedure to the star counts from the WF2 and WF4 images in the G302 and G312 fields. Figure 19 shows that no structures of comparable size to the halo around G302 are seen in any of the four background fields. To test whether a random distribution of stars could give rise to coherent structures which could be mistaken for an extended halo we constructed a series of random star fields with number densities comparable to those found in the G302 and G312 background fields. None of these artificial star fields showed evidence for coherent sub-structure. We also used MK surface density profiles to place artificial stars onto randomly generated star fields to see if the presence of a GC would bias our binning/smoothing/contouring process in favor of finding structure beyond the tidal radius when none was really present. None of these Monte-Carlo images showed any evidence for extended halos.
In order to quantify the orientation of the halo around G302 we computed the second moment of the distribution of stars beyond the fitted tidal radius. Only stars with 10 ′′ ≤ r ≤ 35 ′′ from the center of the GC were used to ensure that neither the GC or the edges of the CCD biased our sample. We computed
where N is the number of stars beyond the tidal radius and y i is the distance from the i th star to an arbitrary axis of symmetry for the GC. This statistic corresponds to the root-mean-square distance between the stars and the axis of symmetry so the value of ζ 2 will be at its minimum when the assumed axis of symmetry coincides with the true major axis of the distribution. The ζ 2 values for G302 and G312, assuming a range of angles of symmetry, are shown in Figure 20 . A second statistic, η ≡ ζ 2,max − ζ 2,min , gives a measure of the degree of symmetry in the distribution of stars about the center of the GC. The value of η for a distribution depends on the shape of the distribution and the number of stars present. For a given distribution, the greater the value of η measured the greater the deviation from a circular distribution of stars. For a perfectly circular distribution, ζ 2 would be the same for all angles resulting in η = 0. In order to determine the probability of getting the observed value of η by chance from a uniform circular halo of stars around a GC we generated 10,000 sets of stellar coordinates and measured η for each set. The stellar coordinates were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution of stars with the same size and number density as the field around the GC. This data formed the cumulative probability distributions shown in Figure 21 . Since the stellar number density in the G302 field is different from the stellar number density in the G312 field we computed separate probability distributions for the G302 field and the G312 field.
For G302 this analysis yields η = 7.4826, which occurs at a position angle for the major axis of the extended halo of 83
• (= −97 • ) east of north. The cumulative probability distribution for η in the G302 fields (see Figure 21a) shows that there is only a 1.84% chance of obtaining a value of η ≥ 7.4826 from a uniform distribution of stars. In contrast, the WF2 and WF4 fields near G302 yielded η values of 3.5530 and 4.6618 corresponding to 38.47% and 20.62% chances respectively of occurring by chance. The orientation of the extended halo around G302 is 10
• to the west of the projected major axis of G302 as observed in the V -band and 26
• west of the projected major axis for the GC as observed in the I-band. In light of our inability to find coherent overdensities in any of the background images or simulated images, the results of our moment analysis, and the observed overdensity of stars beyond the tidal radius of the best-fitting MK model, we believe that the extended asymmetric halo around G302 seen in Figure 17 is a real feature of G302.
Since the probability of observing a given value of η by chance depends on the number density of stars on the image we performed a separate series of 10,000 Monte-Carlo simulations for the G312 data (see Figure 21b ). The resulting probability distribution indicated that the observed value of η ≥ 12.9960 for the stars beyond the tidal radius G312 in the WF3 field had a 9.96% chance of occurring in a randomly distributed set of stars. The WF2 and WF4 fields around G312 have η values of 9.6342 and 9.1801 respectively, corresponding to 27.65% and 30.73% probabilities of occurring at random. This, and the lack of a significant excess of stars beyond the tidal radius of the best-fitting MK models, leads us to believe that G312 does not exhibit any evidence for having an extended halo of stars. We are not, however, able to rule out the possibility that such a halo does exist and is aligned along the line of sight.
Mass Loss and the Orbit of G302
Mass Loss from G302
Figures 12 and 17 show that there is an excess of light and stars beyond the tidal radius of the best-fitting MK model for G302. By computing the amount of mass beyond the tidal radius we can estimate the mass-loss rate for G302. We converted our V -band surface brightness profile for G302 to a projected mass profile using a mean mass-to-light ratio of Υ V ≡ M/L V = 1.9 Solar units (from Dubath & Grillmair 1997) . The total mass inside the MK tidal radius (r t = 10 ′′ ) was M = (8.89 ± 0.06)× 10 5 M ⊙ . We estimated the total mass of G302, by applying the mass-to-light ratio to the total integrated V -band magnitude of G302, to be M tot = (9.52 ± 0.24) × 10 5 M ⊙ . This gives a total mass of M = (0.63 ± 0.25) × 10 5 M ⊙ beyond the formal tidal radius of G302. Mass-segregation within a GC can result in Υ V increasing with radius so the total mass beyond the tidal radius that we derive here will be a lower limit on the true mass in the extended halo around G302.
If we assume an age of t 0 = 14 Gyr and a constant rate of mass loss for G302 then the mass-loss rate required for the observed amount of mass to escape beyond the MK tidal radius isṀ = 4500±1800 M ⊙ /Gyr. The relaxation time at the half-mass radius for a GC is given by (Spitzer 1987) t r,h = 8.933 × 10
where M cl is the total mass of the GC in Solar masses, r h is the half-mass radius of the GC in pc, M ⋆ is the mean stellar mass in the GC in Solar masses, and N ⋆ ≡ M cl / M ⋆ is the estimated number of stars in the GC. Following Djorgovski (1993) we adopted M ⋆ = 1/3M ⊙ . The half-mass radius obtained by fitting isotropic MK models to G302 is r h = 1.9 ± 0.1 pc which gives a half-mass relaxation time of t r,h = 0.49 ± 0.04 Gyr. This yields a projected escape rate ofṙ = (2.3 ± 0.9) × 10 −3 per half-mass relaxation time.
Converting observed surface brightnesses to a deprojected mass profile involves solving an Abel integral which contains the radial derivative of the surface brightness distribution. Since the surface brightness data for G302 contains noise this inversion is inherently unstable. Therefore, we chose to project the theoretical escape rates of Oh & Lin (1992) into the plane of the sky before comparing them to our observed escape rate. The Oh & Lin (1992) evaporation rates for isotropic GCs with ages of t 0 ∼ 30t r,h in the Galactic potential then become ∼ 10 −3 to 10 −2 per relaxation time. This is comparable to the escape rate inferred from our data. This result further strengthens our claim that we have detected an extended halo of unbound stars around G302.
Mass Loss from G312
Using the methods described above we find that G312 has a mass of M = (0.60 ± 4.70) × 10 4 M ⊙ beyond its fitted isotropic MK tidal radius (r t = 9.
′′ 55). The large uncertainty in the amount of mass beyond the tidal radius is due to the large uncertainties in the surface brightness profile at large radii. Figure 18 does not show any evidence for an extended halo of stars around G312 so it is likely that the light seen beyond the fitted tidal radius in Figure 13 is due to low-level variations in the unresolved background light. Alternately, it is possible that the use of multi-mass MK models would result in a slightly larger tidal radius. If we assume that the observed excess of light in Figure 13 is due to an extended halo of stars, then the mass-loss rate required isṀ = 430 ± 3360 M ⊙ /Gyr, approximately 10% of the mass-loss rate from G302. G312 has a half-mass relaxation time of t r,h = 0.29 ± 0.02 Gyr, so the escape rate per relaxation time isṙ = (0.38 ± 2.95) × 10 −3 . This is consistent with Oh & Lin's (1992) theoretical values. However, the large uncertainties in our photometry near the tidal radius of G312 (and thus the large uncertainty in our observed escape rate) suggest that the observed escape rate is consistent with there being no observable mass-loss from G312.
The Orbit of G302
HBK measured a heliocentric radial velocity of −8 ± 32 km·s −1 for G302. Correcting for Rubin & Ford's (1970) 21 cm velocity for M31 (v M31 = −297 km·s −1 ) gives G302 a radial velocity of v = +289 ± 32 km·s −1 relative to the center of M31. This is one of the largest radial velocities observed for a GC in M31, suggesting that almost all of G302's space velocity is along the line-of-sight. This can only occur when G302 is near its perigalactic passage. Since very little of G302's space velocity is in the plane of the sky, and G302 is near its perigalacticon, G302 must be at approximately the same distance from us as is the center of M31. This means that the distance measured on the sky between G302 and the center of M31 is the true separation; so the perigalactic distance for G302 is θ p ≃ 32.
′ 1 corresponding to d p ≃ 6.77 kpc assuming a distance modulus of µ 0 = 24.3 for M31.
In order to constrain the orbit of G302 we used a three-component model for the M31 potential. The disk was modeled by a Miyamoto & Nagai (1975) potential, the bulge by a Hernquist (1990) potential, and the halo by a spherical logarithmic potential:
We adopted M disk = 2.0 × 10 11 M ⊙ , M bulge = 6.8 × 10 10 M ⊙ , a = 7.8 kpc, b = 0.31 kpc, c = 0.84 kpc, d = 14.4 kpc, and V halo = 128 km·s −1 . These parameters were chosen by scaling the Galactic values to the observed mass and diameter of M31.
Using this model, and the observed radial velocity and perigalactic distance of G302, we found that the orbit of G302 has an eccentricity of
.65 where d a is the apogalactic distance (in kpc) for G302. This value assumes that all of the space velocity of G302 is along the line-of-sight, and gives G302 an apogalactic distance of θ a = 2.
• 5 or d a = 31.5 kpc. If we allow 40% of G302's space velocity to be in the plane of the sky then the orbital parameters become e = 0.71 and d a = 37.0. Since G302's radial velocity is faster than 95% of the radial velocities of other M31 GCs it is unlikely that more than ∼ 5% of G302's space velocity is tangential to the line-of-sight. If this is the case, the orbital eccentricity for G302 is 0.65 ∼ < e ∼ < 0.66 and the apogalactic distance is d a = 31.5 kpc. The period of G302's orbit was defined to be twice the time required for the GC to move from its perigalacticon to its apogalacticon. If all of the GC's space velocity is along the line-of-sight then the orbital period is P = 0.42 Gyr. If 40% of the space velocity is tangential to the line-of-sight then P = 0.52 Gyr.
Implications of the Hipparcos Distance Scale
Since this work was completed new parallax measurements from the Hipparcos satellite have been published which have led to a revised estimate of the distance to M31. The new distance modulus is µ 0 = 24.77 ± 0.11 (Feast & Catchpole 1997) , which corresponds to a distance of d = 900 ± 45 kpc, a 25% increase over the distance that we adopted for M31. If this distance modulus is used then our results change in the following ways: This relation, and the iron abundances and HB magnitudes derived in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, gives distance moduli of µ 0 = 24.51 ± 0.12 for G302 and µ 0 = 24.45 ± 0.13 for G312. These distance moduli would place G302 ∼ 100 kpc in front of M31 if M31 is 900 kpc away. This is inconsistent with the HBK radial velocity of G302 and the orbital parameters determined in Sec. 7.3. The distance modulus for G312, and the Feast & Catchpole (1997) distance to M31, puts this GC ∼ 125 kpc in front of M31.
3. Adopting a distance modulus of µ 0 = 24.77 ± 0.11 would result in the metal-rich GCs in Figure 9 being in better agreement with the DCA relation and our extension to it. However, the metal-poor GCs would have bluer (V − I) 0,−3 colors which would result in them falling to the left of the DCA relation. This would mean that the spectroscopic iron abundances of the metal-poor M31 GCs have been systematically overestimated. Since iron abundances are more difficult to determine in spectra of metal-rich GCs it is more likely that the [Fe/H] In light of these results we find no reason to prefer the µ 0 = 24.77 ± 0.11 distance modulus over the µ 0 = 24.3 ± 0.1 value.
Conclusions
We have used HST WFPC2 photometry to construct deep (V ≃ 27) CMDs for two GCs in the halo of M31. Both GCs appear to have a single old population of stars similar to what is found in Galactic GCs. The shape of the RGB for G302 gives an iron abundance of [Fe/H] = −1.85 ± 0.12, in agreement with the published values obtained using spectroscopy. For G312 we obtain [Fe/H] = −0.56 ± 0.03, which is somewhat more metal-rich than the spectroscopic value. Neither GC shows any indication that there is a second parameter acting upon their HB morphologies.
Both GCs have MK tidal radii of r t ≃ 10 ′′ , core radii of r c ≃ 0. ′′ 2, central concentrations of c ≃ 1.7, and half-mass radii of r h ≃ 0.
′′ 5. There is no evidence for velocity anisotropy in either G302 or G312. G302 has a color of (V − I) 0 = 0.83 while the color of G312 is (V − I) 0 = 1.07.
G302 has a projected ellipticity of ǫ = 0.195 with the major axis oriented approximately towards the center of M31. This GC has an excess of light beyond its formal tidal radius which is not consistent with either an isotropic or an anisotropic MK model. The two-dimensional distribution of stars around G302 is consistent with the presence of an extended halo extending to two to three times the formal tidal radius from the cluster. G312, on the other hand, has an ellipticity of ǫ ≃ 0. Neither the integrated light, nor the star counts, show any evidence for an extended halo. It is possible that such a tail does exist for G312, but is oriented along the line of sight.
We have estimated the projected mass-loss rate from G302 to beṀ = 4500 ± 1800 M ⊙ per Gyr which corresponds to a projected escape rate ofṙ = (2.3 ± 0.9) × 10 −3 per half-mass relaxation time. The projected escape rate from G312 isṙ = (0.38 ± 2.95) × 10 −3 per half-mass relaxation time. These are consistent with the escape rates predicted by Oh & Lin (1992) although the large photometric uncertainties near the tidal radius of G312 makes the escape rate for this GC much less reliable than that for G302.
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References. -(1) Ajhar et al. 1996 ; (2) Couture et al. 1995; (3) this work; (4) Rich et al. 1996 . Fig. 1 .-This figure shows the scatter in the recovered magnitudes of the artificial stars added to the WF2 background field ∼ 1 ′ south of the GC G312. The upper (a) panel shows the observed shifts in magnitudes for the V -band photometry while the lower (b) panel shows the observed shifts in magnitude for the I-band photometry. Open circles, "o", denote RGB stars while crosses, "×" denote HB stars. Only stars with shifts of less than 1 mag are shown. Negative magnitude shifts indicate that the star was recovered brighter than it was input. Positive shifts indicate the star was recovered fainter than it was input. KS tests show that the distributions of recovered magnitudes for the artificial RGB and HB stars are the same at the 98.892% confidence level in the V -band and are the same at the 99.999% confidence level in the I-band. The apparent excess scatter in the HB artificial stars is merely an artifact of the large number of artificial HB stars. Fig. 2. -The left-hand panel (a) shows a CMD for a set of artificial stars added to the G312 WF3 field. Solid circles, "•", represent the input colors and magnitudes while crosses, "×", represent the recovered photometry. For clarity only RGB stars are shown in this figure. The right-hand panel (b) shows the observed CMD for RGB stars in G312. The spread in the recovered colors of the artificial stars is approximately the same as the spread in color observed in the G312 CMD, suggesting that the observed width of the RGB is due to photometric uncertainties and is not intrinsic to G312. ′′ 5 ≤ r ≤ 10 ′′ are plotted to minimize contamination from stars in the halo of M31 and from unreliable photometry due to the extreme crowding in the central regions of G302. The distinct blue HB is consistent with a metal-poor stellar population. The RGB fiducial sequences are of Galactic GCs and were taken from DCA. The iron abundances for each fiducial line is printed at the top of the figure. ′′ 5 ≤ r ≤ 10 ′′ are plotted. The fiducial sequences are from DCA with the exception of the [Fe/H] = −0.40 fiducial which is from Bergbusch & VandenBerg (1992) . The lack of a blue HB is consistent with G312 being metal-rich. Fig. 7 .-This figure shows CMDs for four annuli centered on G312. Since G312 has a metallicity similar to the mean metallicity of the M31 halo stars in the line of sight near G312 it is not possible to determine the limiting radius of G312 in this figure. The fiducial sequences are from DCA. -The open circles represent the data for G302 and G312 from this paper. The solid circle is data from Rich et al. (1996) , the solid squares are data from Couture et al. (1995) , and the solid triangles are data from Ajhar et al. (1996) . The horizontal error bars only include the uncertainty due to the width of the RGB, not any uncertainties in the reddening or distance modulus of the individual GCs. The solid line shows the DCA relationship between iron abundance and the (V − I) 0,−3 color while the dashed line shows our extension to this relationship to include the metal-rich Galactic GC NGC 6553 (indicated with a "*"). Spectroscopic [Fe/H] values from HBK are plotted on the ordinate of panel (a) and [Fe/H] values derived from the CMDs are plotted on the ordinate of panel (b) . Notice that in (b) all the GCs fall within 1-σ of the extended DCA relation except for G108, which is ∼ 3-σ redder than predicted by DCA. ′′ 5 ≤ r < 12. ′′ 5 were used to construct these LFs. The lower panels, (c) and (d) show the completeness-corrected LFs with the completeness-corrected background LF subtracted (solid lines) and the observed LFs (dashed lines). The completeness-corrected LFs become unreliable below the level of the HB (indicated with an arrow). ′′ 1 indicate the surface brightness corresponding to saturation for the WF3 CCD. The solid line is the best-fitting isotropic MK model and the dashed line is the best-fitting anisotropic model. The arrows indicate the tidal radii for each model. , while the lower panel shows ζ 2 as a function of position angle for G312. θ 0 is the angle where ζ 2 is at its minimum, which corresponds to the position angle (in degrees east of north on the sky) of the major axis of the GC. P (η) is the probability that the observed value of η will occur by chance in a uniform distribution of stars about the GC (see Figure 21) . Fig. 21 .-This figure shows the cumulative probability distributions, P (≥ η), for observing a value ≥ η by chance if the observed distribution of stars was drawn from a circularly symmetric uniform distribution of stars. Panel (a) shows P (≥ η) for the G302 field while panel (b) shows P (≥ η) for the G312 field. The two cumulative probability distributions are different because the G302 and G312 fields contain different numbers of stars. The shaded areas under each curve represent the probabilities that values of η at least as large as those measured for G302 and G312 would be observed by chance in a uniform distribution of stars about each GC.
